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IP Forwarding Alternatives in Cell Switched Optical Networks
Paul Boustead, Joe Chicharo
Switched Networks Research Centre
University of Wollongong
Wollongong, Australia, 2522
Abstract- Optical switching will enable core Internet packet
switching to scale with future transmission rate increases. Currently proposed optical ATM switches do not allow packet reassembly, which is necessary for packet level forwarding. This
results in the requirement to create end to end ATM virtual connections for flows even if they contain only one packet. In electronically switched networks MPOA and MPLS allow both cell
and packet level forwarding to overcome this problem. This paper examines the feasibility of implementing such protocols over
an optically switched network. Two different architectures are examined: use of an adjunct electrical router; and native optical
packet re-assembly. An examination of the optical re-assembly
buffer requirements show that the use of MPLS will require significantly more buffering than MPOA.

I . INTRODUCTION
Optical transmission capacity is increasing dramatically with
the introduction of Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM). In order for future switching architectures to keep up with projected
transmission capacities there has been much interest in the development of optical switching technology. The synchronous
time-slotted nature of proposed optical switching architectures
means that an ATM data-link layer is likely. It is therefore important to consider packet over ATM forwarding alternatives.
The current protocols for IP over cell in the electrical domain, such as Multi-Protocol Over ATM (MPOA) [l] and
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [2], allow some network layer and some cell level forwarding in the network. Allowing network layer forwarding within core switches eliminates the need to create end to end ATM connections for short
packet flows. The important issue of quantitatively examining the implementation of such protocols over optical switches
does not appear to have been addressed in literature thus far.
Protocols such as MPOA and MPLS were designed and optimized for use with traditional electrical switchingh-outing technology. The nature of optical switching hardware necessitates
different design criteria for an IP over ATM protocol. It is particularly important to reduce complexity, and to minimize the
amount of optical buffering. A reduction of output buffer requirements may be possible using traffic smoothing techniques,
for example, [3] proposes a mechanism that allows lossless optical switching with small output buffers. However, these techniques will not reduce the re-assembly buffer required by aggregated label switching techniques that use VC-Merge. This
paper investigates the possible implementation of these proposals in an optically switched network.
We examine the forwarding mechanisms of several IP over
cell approaches including MPOA, MPLS and IP Switching.
Two methods of supporting IP over optical cell switches are
examined: Use of a simple optical cell switch with an ad-

junct electrical router, and use of an optical switch that supports
packet reassembly in the switch fabric. Use of an adjunct router
will minimise switch buffering but will not support MPLS. The
second case is examined in detail with a trace driven simulation. Of particular interest is the amount of buffering required
per port for packet reassembly. Packet reassembly is required in
varying degrees by each approach for network layer forwarding
as well as ensuring cell sequencing of ATM Adaptation Layer
5 (AALS) data streams. We perform a discrete-event simulation analysis to compare the size of reassembly buffers required
by the different protocols. We find that the use of aggregated
packet forwarding protocols such as MPLS requires on average
twice the number of cells for reassembly buffers than nonaggregated protocols such as IP Switching and MPOA.
The next section introduces aggregated and nonaggregated
forwarding mechanisms. Section I11 discusses the issues related to packet forwarding using optical cell switches. The
simulation used to compare aggregated and nonaggregated forwarding is discussed in Section IV. Section V presents optical re-assembly results. Adjunct router results are presented in
Section VI. Section VI1 concludes the paper.

11. PACKETFORWARDING
TECHNIQUES
Current packet over cell forwarding techniques are designed
to improve the scalability of electronic switch routers. IP forwarding is bypassed, for a large percentage of packets, by dynamically created cell switched paths. There are several different protocols that have been developed to do this including MPOA, MPLS, and IP Switching. These protocols have
substantially different mechanisms for creating cell switched
paths. This section examines these mechanisms. Of major interest is the amount of buffering required. The type of packet
forwarding mechanism will have little or no effect on the output buffer required (work aiming to reduce output buffer sizes
can be seen in [3]). However, packet forwarding mechanisms
will have a significant effect on the size of reassembly buffers
required.
Re-assembly buffers are required by packet forwarding
mechanisms for two purposes: IP forwarding, and to ensure
ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) cell sequence integrity. We
group packet forwarding protocols into two groups, nonaggregated and aggregated, depending upon the need for cell stream
merging. Non-aggregated approaches include IP Switching and
MPOA, and require reassembly buffers only for IP forwarding. Aggregated approaches such as MPLS and Tag Switching
require reassembly buffers for IP forwarding and to maintain
AALS cell sequence integrity.
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Fig. I . Non-aggregated (a) and aggregated (b) packet forwarding

A. Non-Aggregated Forwarding
Non aggregated forwarding techniques maintain separate
virtual circuits (VCs) for source/destination pairs as shown in
Figure 1 (a). Packet reassembly is only required for the packets
that are forwarded at the network layer. Examples include IP
Switching, and MPOA.
IP Switching [4] and MPOA [ 11 determine if a cut-through
flow should be created based on the level of traffic flow. The
main difference between them, in the context of this comparison, is where the decision to cut-through is made. The
ingress node of the MPOA network decides if an end-to-end
cut-through is necessary. On the other hand, every switch in an
IP switching network is involved in creating its local segment
of the cut-through route. If the number of packets in a flow
exceed a ”packet threshold” in a certain time period (usually
60 seconds [4]) then the cut-through is created for that flow.
These approaches make similar use of reassembly buffers. Reassembly buffers are used solely for packet level forwarding,
since cut-through flows are defined depending on source and
destination addresses and VC-merge is not required. However,
MPLS and other aggregated forwarding techniques approaches
require additional reassembly buffers in order to maintain sequence integrity of AALS cells in the aggregated streams.

B. Aggregated Forwarding
Aggregated forwarding techniques merge one or more VCs
from different input ports to a single VC on the output ports
as shown in Figure 1 (b). The merging of VCs leads to the
necessity for packet reassembly at VC merge points. This is
due to the use of AAL5, which uses only an end of packet bit
in the last cell of a segmented packet for delineation. If cells
belonging to AALS encoded packets are interleaved then the
packets can no longer be reassembled. Tag Switching [5] and
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [2] are both examples
of protocols that support aggregated label-switching. Both approaches are similar and will be described together.
The trigger for the creation of a Tag Switching cell level
cut-through is either the receipt of a standard IP routing protocol packet advertising a new route, or a proprietary tag (Tag
Switching term for a label) distribution protocol packet [6].
The main component of a tag-switching network is a Tag
Switch. A Tag Switch maintains a Forwarding Information
Base (FIB), and a Tag Information Base (TIB). The FIB is populated using information from routing protocol messages, and

Fig 2 Adjunct Router

is similar to the routing table in a standard IP router. The TIB
is essentially the switch VC table. Tag Switches bind all entries
in the FIB with tags in the TIB. The first hop Tag Switch performs network layer forwarding to find the correct entry in the
FIB. The associated tag in the TIB will then be placed in the
cell’s VPI field, and the datagram is then forwarded through
the ATM switch using this tag. Subsequent Tag Switches will
have previously set-up bindings between this tag and a tag for
its next hop router to the destination. Thus, ATM will switch
the datagram to its destination.

111. OPTICALPACKET
FORWARDING
We examine two types of packet forwarding solutions in cell
switched optical networks. The first method uses an adjunct
electrical router to perform reassembly and higher level forwarding when required. The second method performs reassembly in the optical switch fabric to facilitate flow merging for
aggregated and nonaggregated forwarding.
A. Adjunct Router
The first approach can be seen in Figure 2. Packets that require reassembly are switched through the optical switch to an
adjunct electrical router. Within this router packets are converted to the electrical domain, reassembled, an IP forwarding decision is performed, dis-assembled into cells, and finally
an optical header to route the cell to the correct output port is
added. The cells are then rerouted through the switching fabric to the correct output port. AALS cell sequence integrity is
maintained by sequential passage of routed packets thorough
the electrical router to one input port of the cell switch.
This approach is applicable to the nonaggregated protocols
since only a small proportion of packets require reassembly.
However, for aggregated protocols reassembly in the form of
VC merge (not IP forwarding) is required for all packets within
merging streams. To implement aggregated protocols it must
be possible to perform reassembly (VC Merge) within the optical switch which is the second option we consider. The main
design requirement, of the adjunct router approach, is to minimise the use of the electrical router and switch a high percentage of cells optically. Results for the percentage of packets
switched in the nonaggregated IP Switching protocol are presented in [4]. This indicates that the utilisation of the adjunct
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router will be between 10% and 20% with a packet threshold
of 10.
B. Optical Reassembly
The second option we consider is performing reassembly
within the optical switch fabric. This approach would enable
VC merging and therefore use of aggregated protocols such as
MPLS. The reassembly ability would also allow nonaggregated
approaches without using an adjunct electrical router. A feedback optical buffer must be used since a feed-forward buffer
can only be used if the time the cell is in the switch fabric is
known when the cell enters the switch. We envisage using electronic control of optical fiber loop buffers to simulate reassembly buffers. This would be performed in a similar way to which
the output buffer is simulated using the central fiber loop buffer
and electronic control. This electronic control to "simulate" an
output buffer is described in more detail in Section 111-C.
Aggregated label switching protocols such as MPLS will
require the label encoded in the optical header, and enough
switch fabric buffering to reassemble all packets within merging streams. The nonaggregated approach will require labels
or VC identifiers encoded in cells that belong to cut-through
streams. Destination information is encoded in the optical
header of the small percentage of cells not belonging to a cutthrough path. We assume a fast IP lookup [7] for this small
percentage of cells while they are being buffered.
If reassembly is performed in the optical domain then the
most important metrics to measure are related to buffer usage.
It is important to reduce the size of buffers, and to reduce the
time that cells spend in buffers.
C. Optical Buffering Technology
There are many proposed optical buffering designs which
can be divided into two broad categories: feed-forward and
feedback buffered switches [8]. Cells entering a feed-forward
buffer pass through a fixed number of optical delay lines. Feedback buffers have the capability of feeding cells back through
delay lines multiple times. Of the two types of buffers the feedback buffer is the only one that is capable of packet forwarding with reassembly, using electronic control. The feedback
buffer is able to hold a cell until the rest of the packet has been
received, whereas the feed-forward switch must select a fixed
delay as each cell is received.
An example of an optical switch that uses the feedback optical buffering concept is the fiber loop switch [8] in Figure 3.
The switch buffering consists of a single cell period loop of
fiber. Utilizing WDM the capacity of the buffer is m, where
m is the maximum wavelengths available. When a cell enters
the switch the header is converted to the electrical domain and
used by the electronic control circuit that co-ordinates the optical switching and buffering. The optical data component of the
cell is converted to a spare wavelength or "memory location"
and enters the fiber loop. The electronic control maintains the
cells in the loop for a time equal to a traditional output buffered
switch. The optical data component is then switched to the
appropriate output switch. There are other proposed feedback
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Fig. 3. Fiber loop switch [lo]

Fig. 4. Simulation block diagram

buffered switches such as the Shared Memory Optical Packet
switch (SMOP) described in [9]. This approach uses delay
loops of different lengths.
IV. SIMULATION
DESCRIPTION
Discrete event simulation techniques were used to compare
aggregated and nonaggregated packet forwarding. The aim of
the simulation comparison is to investigate the average buffer
usage for a given packet loss probability.
A block diagram of the simulation is shown Figure 4. A single core label switch is modeled with N input ports and a single
output port. An output buffered switch was modeled since most
optical switching designs simulate an output buffered switch
[8]. Traffic arriving at each input port enters the Cell Interval
Modifier (CIM) block that varies the cell inter-arrival time. Reassembly buffers and output buffers are located on the output
side of the switch fabric. Cells that do not require reassembly bypass the reassembly buffers and are placed directly in the
output buffer.
The simulation is fed by a packet level traffic trace obtained
from the National Laboratory for Applied Networks Research
(NLANR) trace number 960228. The traffic trace consists of
10.6 x lo6 packets over a period of 770 seconds. This choice
of traffic trace enables us to validate nonaggregated simulation
outputs for percentage of packets switched and VC usage with
[4]. The trace is used to represent aggregated traffic on the output port of the simulated switch. Traffic for individual input
ports is obtained by dividing the traffic equally between ports
using the IP source address for each packet flow. The packets
are divided into ATM cells with the cell inter-arrival time determined by the CIM block. The CIM block inserts an average
cell inter-arrival time for cells representing each IP packet. The
average cell inter-arrival time is an input to the simulation. We
chose an average cell interval of 10 cells for most tests. This
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cell inter-arrival time is used to simulate the switch servicing
other VC’s and other priority traffic. This parameter is varied
to examine its effect on the reassembly buffer size required.
Non aggregated approaches are modeled using separate VCs
for each source and destination pair. The reassembly buffer
was therefore only required for network layer forwarding. We
ignore connection setup delays in order to concentrate on the
effect of varying packet threshold.
We are interested in the number of cells required for reassembly buffers to forward cells with low packet loss probability. In order to do this we measure the number of cells in
the reassembly buffer as each packet is forwarded. The simulation provides an average as well as cumulative distribution of
reassembly buffer size. The cumulative buffer size distribution
is used to determine buffer size requirements for a given packet
loss. The average packet size is also examined to determine
if there are differences between sizes of switched and routed
packets. The size of routed packets will affect the reassembly
buffer sizes that are required.
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B. Pegormance of nonaggregated packet forwarding

This section examines the reasons for the superior performance of nonaggregated packet forwarding protocols. The
main parameter controlling the performance is the packet
threshold. Varying this parameter controls the percentage of
packets forwarded at the network layer and will have an effect
on the reassembly buffer requirements.
A packet threshold of 10 was chosen by [4] as a sensible
tradeoff between buffer usage and VC usage. However, we are
RESULTS
V. OPTICALRE-ASSEMBLY
This section examines the optical reassembly buffer require- more interested in minimizing optical buffer usage than electriments of various packet forwarding techniques. The major cal memory so we examine the tradeoff between packet threshfinding is that aggregated approaches require approximately old and optical buffer usage. In Figure 6 (a) we show the relatwice the buffering of nonaggregated protocols for the same tionship between packet threshold and buffer usage for a packet
The buffer usage for the aggregated
packet loss probability. This result is due to a significant reduc- loss probability of
tion in the number of packets that require reassembly, as well approach of 118 cells is shown for comparative purposes. At a
as a significant difference in the size of routed and switched packet threshold of one an average buffer size of 30 is required,
this increases to 75 at a packet threshold of 80. The ”knee” of
packets for the nonaggregated approach.
This section will first provide a comparison of buffer sizes the curve is at a packet threshold of 10.
The average packet sizes for switched and routed packets
for aggregated and nonaggregated approaches. This is followed
by an examination of the performance of nonaggregated ap- versus the packet threshold, before a cut-through is created,
proaches concentrating on the selection of the packet threshold can be seen in Figure 6 (b). The choice of packet threshold has
a significant effect on average packet sizes of routed packets.
parameter. The effect of varying the cell gap is also examined.
With a packet threshold of 5 the average size of routed packA. Re-assembly Buffer Size
ets is 160 bytes (in this trace) this is 57% less than the average
The required buffer size for a packet loss probability of low4 size of switched packets. At a packet threshold of 80 the aver(bound by trace length) is shown in Figure 5. Even at low net- age size of routed packets increases to 250 bytes. A reduction
work utilization the aggregated approach requires significantly in the size of routed packets will result in smaller reassembly
more buffering. At a network utilization of 50% aggregated buffer requirements for nonaggregated forwarding, as seen in
packet forwarding requires an additional 125% buffering over the buffer size results in Section V-A. It is interesting to note
the similarity between the average buffersize curve for nonagthe nonaggregated approach.
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and percentage of packets switched. At a packet threshold of
10 the percentage of packets forwarded by the adjunct router is
14% which corresponds to 8% of packets switched. The percentage of cells routed is lower than the percentage of packets
routed because, on average, the size of routed packets is significantly smaller than the overall average packet size (as shown
in Figure 6 (b)). This can be reduced to 5% of packets switched
if a packet threshold of 5 is chosen.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper examines the feasibility of using current packet
over cell protocols in an optically switched environment. Protocols are classified into aggregated and nonaggregated. Two
different architectures were examined: use of an adjunct electrical router; and reassembly support within the optical cell
switch.
Using an adjunct electrical router is only feasible for nonaggregated protocols such as IP Switching. The use of aggregated
protocols precludes the use of the adjunct electrical router architecture.
The use of aggregated and nonaggregated protocols with an
optical switch that supports reassembly was compared, by simulation, to establish reassembly buffer size requirements. We
assume that output buffer requirements have been minimised
using traffic smoothing mechanisms. A simulation comparison
showed that aggregated forwarding requires significantly larger
optical buffers than nonaggregated forwarding. The large difference was shown to be a result of a significant reduction in the
average size and number of reassembled packets in the nonaggregated case. This reduction in packet size was found to be an
artifact of the packet threshold mechanism.
These results indicate that nonaggregated protocols are significantly more suited to an optically switched environment.
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gregated approaches in Figure 6 (a) and the average packet size
for routed packets in Figure 6 (b).
The effect of varying the gap between cells, with a switch
utilisation of 50%, is shown in Figure 7. Even with a low cell
gap the nonaggregated approach requires significantly smaller
buffers (50% less then the aggregated approach). Higher cell
gaps may be introduced by scheduling mechanisms handling
different levels of priority traffic. At higher cell gaps the difference in performance of aggregated and nonaggregated forwarding increases. With a cell gap of 10 cell service times the
nonaggregated approach requires a buffer of 50 cells while the
nonaggregated approach requires 120 cells, which represents
an increase of 140%. Clearly, aggregated forwarding is significantly more sensitive to an increase in cell gap.
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